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CARNIVAL THIS WEEKEND
Norman Thomas Speaks On
"Need for New Radicalism''
by Andrea Loomis
Norman
Thomas,
former
presidential candidate, addressed
a group of about l 00 students in
the Main Lounge of the Student
Center, on April 13, at 8:00 P.M.
Speaking on the topic of "The
Need for New Radicalism", Mr,

Norman Thomas
Thomas said that · today, in the
United States there is too little
pressure from the left. ·And,
he continued, without such pressure from the left, the present
administration in Washington will
have a great deal of trouble geting legislation enacted.
Mr. Thomas said that if the
United States continues as it
is, there will probably be a third
world war, by accident or design,
and felt that the latter cause
would be more likely. With pressure on the left, pushing for dis-
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armament, Thomas said, third
world war could be avoided, but
felt that arms control without
complete disarmament would be
disastrous.
Mr, Thomas quoted Charles P,
Snow, who predicted a nuclear
war within 5 - 10 years if there
wasn't complete disarmament.
Thomas said that although he
would not predict a nuclear war
within that length of time, he
did feel that such a war would
oceur.
Speaking next of the attempt
to "sell the American way" to
u n d e r developed countries,
Thomas said that this could not
be done, Emerging countries
and other under-developed countries do not have the capital nor
resources necessary for "the
American way".
In order for these countries
to develop their resources and
industrialize they will need outside capital, Thomas said, and
that most of these monies must
necessarily come from socialist
sources, since private capital
will not be sufficient,
At the conclusion of this
speech, Thomas answered questions· from the audience, One
question directed to him dealt
with federal aid for private
schools, Thomas said that he
agreed with President Kennedy
on the separation of church and
state and felt that such aid would
be unconstitutional and impractical.

Newark State College

Fulton Lewis 111 Shows
Operation Abolition
To College Audience
"Operation Abohtion," a film film company, Washington Video
concerned with the demonstra- ·Productions, to be made into a
tions staged by students at the movie.
University of Cal if or n i a,
•• Buddy" Lewis assisted the
Berkeley Campus, was presented company with the technical work
at the College last evening, Fulton on the film , and narrator's
Lewis III, was present at the voice is his. Representatives
showing,
Francis E. Walter (D. PennsylSince the INDEPENDENT went v an i a),
chairman of the
to press last Wednesday evening, committee, and Gordon Scherer
the following story is taken from (R. Ohio) a committee member,
information
received
from both appeared as commentators.
various press releases.
The film was then made an official
According to a National Student House document and advertised
Association press release, the by the committee in a special
movie was made up largely of publication, ''The · Communistnewsreel shots, filmed by TV Led Riots Against the House
camermen, at the House - Un- Committee on Un - American
American Activities Committee Ac.tivities in San Francisco, May
hearings in San Francisco, last 12-14, 1960."
May, when the s t udents staged
A report by J. Edgar Hoover,
the demonstration.
Director of the Federal Bureau
"After the hearings had been · of Investigation, concerning the
completed, two committee staff House
Committee on Unmembers - William Wheeler,
American Activities hearings in
chief West Coast investigator, San Francisco, was published by
and Fulton (Buddy) Lewis III, the Committee .
. went to the television stations
According to this report,
with subpoenas for all the news- ''There ·has been a limited
reel film that had been shot during 'break-through' as far as the
the demonstrations. They then efforts of the Communist Party
selected the footage they wanted to infiltrate youth and student
and had prints made of it, telling groups in this country are conthe stations that the film was cerned. It is attributable neither
needed for "documentation." to chance nor to a stroke of good
Neither the studios, the staff luck for the party.
Instead, it
photographers, nor the reporters is the result of careful planning
were paid for their film, although and a concentrated effort by the
"Operation Abolition" is osten- party.
sibly a commercial venture.
". • •The first stage of the
''The prints were sent to party's plan of action began to
Washington, where the committee unfold after word was received
edited the film and wrote a com- on April 26, 1960, by party
mentary for it. After that had officials that subpoenas had been
been done, film and commentary issued for loc al Communists to
were turned over to a commercial
(C~;tinued on Page 3)

Paper Wins
First Place
The Columbia Scholastic Press
Association h as notified the
lNDE PENDENT that it has been
named the recipient of a first
place award in this year's annual
contest for college newspapers,
Peter Barrett, Editor in Chief,
announced last week. Entered
in the category of "college and
universities" instead of "schools
of education", the INDE PENDENT received 923 points of a
possible score of 1000, 850
were needed to be in the first
place classificatiqn,
The newspaper was judged on
content, writing and editing,
make-up and
general considerations.
300 points were
possible in content, and the newspaper received 282, and out of a
possible 400 points in writing
and editing, the newspaper
rece1ved 375. A possible 200
points were awarded for makeup and the INDEPENDENT
received 186, and out of 100
points for generalconsider ations
80 points were received.

Shakespearian
Santanello
Dramatist Third
Wins Stu. Co.
Speaker in Series

The third speaker in the M.
Ernest Towsend Lecture Series
will be presented on April 24,
at 8:00 in the D'Angola Gymnasium.
Margaret Webster, actress,
author, lecturer and director,
was born intq,. a theatrical
family. Both her mother, Dame
May Whitty, and her father, Ben
Webster, acted on the stage and
screen, Miss Webster had her
early theatrical training in London, and made her debut in John
Barrymore's "Hamlet". While
in London, she played a number
of series at the Old Vic and a
season of eighteen of the plays
of George Bernard Shaw.
Since she has returned to New
York, where she was born, she ·
has staged many Shakesperlan
productions. Among them are
Maurice Evans ''Richard II",
"Hamlet",
the Helen Hayes
''1'velfth Night", and the Robeson-Ferrer "Othello". Recently
she staged "The Merchant of
Due to bad weather Delta
Venice" at Stratford-on-Avon
Rho Chapter of Kappa Delta
and "Measure for Measure" at
Pi was forced to postpone
the Old Vic in London. For two
its ••Academic Hotspot".
seasons she toured her own
The new date for this proShakespeare company from coast
gr am will be on April 18,
· to coast. She was also a co1961 at 3:30 in the Meetings
. founder, with Eva Le Gallienne,
Room.
of the American Repertory
A panel of four students
Theatre,
will question Mr, Luscombe
Miss Webster has directed or
on such topics as the superacted in many other plays, such
iority of women, traditions
as "Family Portrait", "The
of Newark State, Religion
Cherry Orchard," "St. Joan",
and Practicum,
"Alice in Wonder land", an d
''Back to Methuselah", She was
the first woman to stage opera
at the Metropolitan Opera Hous.e
when she did "Don Carlo",
"Aid a", an d "Simon Boccanegr a".
S h e also staged
"Triolus and Cressida", "Macbeth" and ''The Silent Woman "
for the New York City Opera
TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 1961 . Company.
Miss Webster is the author
of the book"ShakespeareWithout
Tears".
She has received
Joseph Santanello, Junior
honorary degrees from Smith
Class President, has anCollege, Rutgers University,
nounced the dates for the
R u s s e 1 S a g e College, and
elections of next year's
Lawrence College,
Junior Class officers. The
Previous speakers in the
primary elections will be•
series have been ·Martin Luther
held April 19th in . the Col. King, Southern s egr eg at ion
. lege Center, with the finals
fighter, who organized, guided
on April 24.
and directed the bus protest in
The primaries for junior
Montgomery, and Max Lerner,
class representatives (15)
author,
lecturer,
and
will be on April 26, with the
newspaperman.
finals the next day,
The last speaker in the series
Officers for the junior
will be William O. Douglas, who
class are, president, vicewill be at the College on May
pr es ident ,
recording
10. Mr. Douglas has been an
secretary, corresponding
associate justice of the Supreme
secretary and treasurer.
Court for eighteen years .

,Presidency

Joseph Santanello
Joseph Santanello, currently
president of the Junior'class, was
elected to succeed incumbent
Anthony Conte as president of
the Newark State College. Student
Organization in the annual
election held on Wednesday
March 28,
In the same election, Freshman Robert Conway was elected
to the post of Vice-president for
the coming year, and Angela De
Martino defeated Linda Pollack
for the office of secretary by the
narrow margin of three votes.
Convway succeeds the retiring
James Hynes and de Martino
succeeds Joan Talias. All three
will take office sometime in May,
according to Conte.
In the election for president,
Santanello polled 381 votes to
233 polled by Pecina. The total
number of ballots cast in the
presidential, 614, was the largest
amount for any of the three offices.
Conway defeated Freshman
Charles Brinamen by a vote of
189 to 98, and de Martino garnered 293 votes to Pollack's
2 90. De Martino and Pollack were
named the two finalists as a
result of the primary elections
held on Monday, March 26, They
received the largest number of
votes in a field of four candidates, with Alice Moss and. Rose
Lee
t he
remaining
t wo
candidates.
. As far . as the assistant
treasurer is concerned, said .
Conte, there will be a special
election held as soon as three
candidates have been appointed
by the Math department. The new
election results from the ·facT
that , of the three candidates
originally nominated, one withdrew and a second will not be
in school in September,

Ciresi,Gilchriest,Schnall,Have
Three-Man Exhibit in Springfield

Samuel Ciresi
Three juniors at Newarlc State
College, Samuel Ciresi, Lorenzo.
Gilchriest, and Kenneth Schnall,
are exhibiting t wenty-six original
mod~rn paintings in the art ,
g a 11 e r y of a
Springifled
restaurant,
The restaurant, the 'Garden
of Eatin" on Route 22 had a
formal reception for the artists
on Friday, April 14, from 2 to
4 p,m,

Lorenzo Gilchriest
The paintings inciude both
abstracts and non-objective
work , in oils, water colors,
paste ls, and "mixed media".
Paintings included in the exhibition are,
Autumn Fantasia,
Laurel Gardens, Spring Patterns,
Witch's Cat, Adolescence, Tenements,
Toonerville Trolley,
Autumn Personified, Ice Bug,
Wheat Germ Man, Mr. and Adam
~d Mrs, Eve, Fire Fly Lair,

Kenneth Schnall
Broken Chimes , The Politicians,
Fall Landscape, Platonic Melody,
Interlude in an Afternoon, Dead
Boats, Turbulent Sea, Raging
Bulls, At the Bottom of the Well,
After Friday, My Last Summer,
An Acquaintance, Dead Camels,
Masquerade,
The three artists began studying at the Newark School of Fine
and Industrial Art, and are
presedtly enrolled in Fine Arts •
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Editorials

Letters
MURDERERS?
To the Editor:

The elections for officers of
the student organization are over.
We congratulate the three
winners, and wish them much luck
in the work that lies before
them during the coming year. We
hope they are all successful in
fulfilling the majority of the
promises that elected them.
But while we would like to
be able to say that Messrs,
Santanello and Conway and Miss
de Martino were elected by the
entire student body, we can't.
Th~ statistics are available elsewhere in this paper. It is no
less than appalling that not seven
hundred hardy souls could be
summoned up to cast a ballot in
this year's elections. Slightly
more than six hundred people
voted for one of the presidential
candidates: a surprisingly lesser
number of individuals voted for
the two remaining offices. What,
we are forced to ask, is in the
minds of the students when they
can so blithely ignore their• 'civic
responsibility" ?
Let's not turn this into a
diatribe against the student body,
We've made our point, we think,
A question that deserves
serious consideration is: Why'/
Why has this happened this year?

Obviously, there's no pat
answer, But it isn't too hard to
see that such a large number of
.abstentions displays a lack of
interest in the Student Organization. And, without meaning to take
casual sideswipes at StuCo, we
can't say that the student body
can be too heavily blamed for
this. All they can react to is
what they know about Student
Council's activities, and as we've
said many times before, this
year's activities are singularly
unimpressive.
This may indicate exactly what
the biggest job next year•s officers may have before them: to
make Student Council an important this year, as attested to
by the small turnout for elections.
The three officers· decidedly
have a tough road to pave, There
is a small student interest in
the workings of Council, and
itself has seemed uninterested
in much of its activities, On this
campus, Student Council exists
because of the theory that it can
be a strong force for student
opinion, On that theory alone,
it is essential that the student
body be interested in what Council
is doing, and we sincerely hope
that this interest is forthcoming
in the next year,

the college newspaper is not
infallible, First of all, a person's
opinion belongs on the editorial
page, not on the feature page.
Secondly, before stating the fact
that our musical facilities are
so meager, one should look into
what has been done since we
started at this college. Thirdly,
instead of ''looking down your
nose" at the idea of reserving
a box at the Metropolitan Opera
for a few consider it a step in
our building up of the cultural
viewpoints of the student body.
Why not preach to the students
to show more school spirit, to
use the tremendous opportunities
they have all around them and to
get off the "seats" and really
delve into their subjects, instead
of taking apart the different departments in the college.
Your education is up to you,
Our professors' duties are to
open up our narrow minds and
implant ideas, not to bring the
opera, etc., to your doorsteps.
Granted the activities We have
are all well and good, They add
to the overall picture of a liberal
education, but it is up to the
individual. So kindly address your
gripes to the right person,

We are considered a murderer
of spirits and enthusiastic
student participation h e re on
campus, Since our trial date is
coming near and our verdict will
be announced on or about April
27 we feel the time has come to
state the facts,
Before going into the facts
pertinent to our case, we would
like to refresh the minds of the
students with concern to the legal
factors needed for a murder case:
(1) there must be sufficient
motive; (2) there must have been
a murder: (3) there must be a
"corpus dilecti". Before we go
any further we would like to inject
a reminder "a person is innocent until proven guilty," It is
the opinion of the writers of this
epistle that all the above are
missing,
Now for our commercialistic
reasoning: (1) our motives are
only to enable N.s.c. to have a
bigger and better Carnival than
ever before, We feel that making
money is just as important as
Dorothy De Santis, '61
fooling around with crepe paperi.e. student participation, If this
ON PRACTICUM
is· wrong we are sorry for f11tur.e
To the Editor:
carnival committees, It is
one hell of a job to perform in
To once more exhume the
order to enable the swdents on
''buried hatchet" of practicum,
this campus a chance to particiI would like to of!er my opinions
pate and to show school spirit
in regard to this subject.
for a mere 19 hours, We have
Let me begin by stating that
been working for 3 months now
I am one of • 'those specialists"
of: an FM radio set-up. These and we are sure if these students
in secondary education and,
two additions to the facilities of whose spirit is squelched by our
Jayne H. Brown unlike many of my colleagues
the College Center would be actions, look around they can find
Pat Ippolito
believe that the Junior Practicum
indeed worthwhile,
many other outlets for them Joan Zuckerman is not only worthwhile, but is a
We do not mean to say that a selves without us and the others
valuable and necessary expertelevision set and an FM radio connected with the hard work of
ience, But •• ,II I propose one
should be used indiscriminately carnival preperation. We could
INFALLIBILITY?
slight alteration,
if they were installed, Perhaps also participate rather than work
To
the
Editor:
To appear completely imparcertain hours of the day could our fingers to theboneforeverytial, let me tell you that I am
be reserved for the use of the one else,
It appears that, like all things, also preparing for certification
FM radio, and the television be
Please don1 t get us wrong, we
used· in the evenings and for love the work we're doing: we the college newspaper is not in the elementary field so I think
special programs of interest to volunteered •for the job and we infallible, First of all,a person's that my references to elementary
opin4on belongs on the editorial courses are founded upon facts
the student body as a whole. wouldn't give it up for anything. page,
not on the feature page, which I have experienced,
We are by no means attempting However, we do not care for the
Secondly,
before stating the fact
I have found that the elementary
to criticize the College Center name calling insinuations being
Board for what we could consider flung at us and our fellow work- that our musical facilities are so courses which I have taken
meager,
one
should
look
into
(Science in the Elementary
a lapse from grace. Far from it. ers merely because we are trying
what has been done since we School; Industrial Arts in the
We are deeply appreciative of something new,
started
at
this
college.
Thirdly,
Elementary School; Mathematics
what the CCB has done for Newark
If all of you who are so disState College this year, and will satisfied would offer to assist instead of "looking down your in the Elementary School), are
continue saying so whenever we us maybe some of your "wonder- nose at the idea of reserving a not only methods courses but
box at the MetropolitanOperafor deal with subject matter, Agreat
get -the chance.
ful ideas" would be accepted and
But we do hazard the opinion our ugly commercial ones dis- a few consider it a step in our emphasis is placed on presentabuilding up of the cultural view- . tion but, let me say this, I feel
that the two items mentioned carded, Howe-ver, we are getting
that in order to present any
above would be an invaluable unto tangents so back to point points of the student body,
Why not preach to the students subject, you must first undercontribution to the cultural life number one, Our motive w as
to
show
more
school
spirit,
to
stand what you are trying to
of t h e college. T he Adolph stated before and if this is wrong
Eichmann trial, on which so much well then we will be only too use the tremendous opportuni- present.
To those secondary specialists
world opinion is centered at happy to shut our commercial ties they have all around them
present, only brings closer the little mouths take our materialis- •and to get off the "seats" and who feel that the elementary
really
delve
into
their
subjects,
specialists are not getting enough
realization of how valuable they tic minds and hike our proinstead of taking apart the
would be.
fessional money mad carcases off different departments in the col- subject matter, I suggest that
they enroll .in a few elementary
We sincerely hope that they will to some other poor unsuspecting lege,
courses, and, vice versa, Bo.th
be considered in any future place, Number two there must
Your
education
is
up
to
you.
will learn quite a bit.
budget-planning the CCB may do, be a murder committed and
Our professors' duties are to
Back now to the problem of
therefore an incorporation of open up our narrow minds and
practicum.
number three a corpus dilecti implant ideas not to bring the
I feel that instead of having an
must be established,
opera, etc, to your door steps, 8 week Junior Practicum experEveryone
here
on
campus
is
Granted the activities we have are ience, I propose that it be
ficient corroboration of the fact
that we had, at least, done as flapping their jaws about the all well and good. They add to shortened to 4 to 6 weeks, This
well as last year's staff did, · horrid carnival we will have this the overall picture of a liberal is not an arbitrary number; I
In receiving it, we very happily year. If this is an example of education, but it is up to the do have valid reasons for
acknowledge our indebtedness to school spirit and studentpartici- individual, So kindly address your choosing,
last year's editorial staff and the · pation then we are sorry the gripes to the right persons.
First of all, according to the
entire carnival can't be run by
standards they established,
N, J, State law, we need only
Dorothy De Santis, '61
a professional carnival group.
approximately 98 hours of teachWe would like, also, to thank How can you, the student body, To the Editor:
ing experience, We at N.S.c.,
our contributors this year, all complain about something that
as is stated in our official collee;e
of them, for their important con- has not come about yet? Sure
It appears that, like all things,
(Continued .on Page 3)
tributions to our success in our the carnival is different thanlast
endeavor,
year and it is commercial to
We would also like to express the extent that the booths are
our gratitude to all those who being rented instead of being
have been patient with our mis- made, but that does not say it
takes and omissions. Their will be or is now a dead carnival
understanding has been sincerely nor that we have killed it. One
cannot be considered a murder
appreciated,
if nothing has been murdered,
As for the bit that we killed
or are in the process of killing
student participation we direct
around campus. We are happy the following statements to the
The opinions expressed in signed columns in this ;11ewspa~r
to be able to congratulate them majority of students here. How
on their achievements. It is the can we be guilty of killing or are not necessarily the opinions of the editors. Nor 1s anything
printed tn this paper, unless officially cited as such, to be taken
work of individuals such as these stifling a non-existent subas official policy or opinion.
.
.
that lends credit to the college stance. If buying coffee in the
This newspaper is published every Tuesday of the academic
and
the department they Snack Bar shows school spirit
year. Deadline is one week before publication.
represent. More than that, they you are all school spirits. However~
to
my
way
of
thinking
it
are a credit to themselves.
Editor-in-Chief, , •••••••• Peter Barrett
We wish them a great deal of is not. It is doing something in
Managing Editor ••••••••• Andrea Loomis
luck in their future pursuits. this school for the betterment of
this college and participating in
many student activities that News Editor • • • • Andrea Lello Business Mgr, •. , • Jim Haney
Feature Editor, • StuartOderman Public Relations ••• Leona Kanter
shows the presence of school
•••••• .' ..• , , , Yolanda To~~«:
spirit, This spirit as we define Sports Editor ••• Jan Picarell
Art Editor . • • . • Lorenzo
Copy Editors, •••. Ruth Vern1ck
it is nearly invisible here and
Circulation Mgr. ,Judy Silverman ... . . . . . . . . . . . .Sandy Treat
therefore can not be killed, We
Faculty Advisor •••.. Dr. Matthew Dolkey
feel that we have as much and
in many cases more school spirit

Television and the CCB
With so many admirable things
happening almost daily in the
College Center, we feel somewhat hesitant about asking for
one thing more, but we begin to
feel it is a near necessity to
the sort of activity that the
College ce·nter Board seems
eager to promote,
It will be recalled that during
the World Series time, a television set was loaned to the
College Center for the duration
of the Series, that anyone interested might see the games as
they were happening~
There have been other events
during the year that were televised that might have proved
interesting to the student body
of Newark State College, and currently we are involved in one
of the most gripping events in
contemporary legal history: the
trial of Adolph Eichmann. We
wonder if it might not be possible
for the College Center to investigate the possibility of installing
a television set someplace in the
College Center within the near
future,
Along with this television set
could come something else that
the student body and the college
as a whole could easily make use

and participate more than most.
We believe the few friends we
have left will substantiate this.
What can you say you have done
during your time here? We'll
match our record with most of
you anytime you wish,
Wouldn't it be rather stupid
to kill a large part of us? We
say yes, and therefore can agaln
state we are not guilty of killing
spirit and/or participation on
this campus, It didn't exist in
most cases to begin with,
Our last point, please bear with
us, is that here at this school
"one is guilty until proven innocent", Since this is against
all justice of mankind we ask
you, the .student body to please
drop your ropes, knives, and
the rest of your forked wagging
tongues until the carnival is over
and see what the result is. We
firmly believe our ideas are good
and worthy of trial, Get off our
backs and come show us some
of the participation we are killing,
Help us make the carnival a
success with your participation
and if we still fall flat on our
faces we will retract our statements ail d apologize for our
defense, We will also be the first
to admit it, Naturally, this
carnival will lack student participation if you the students don't
participate. We have left you quite
a bit to do even though we took
away the honor, glory and enjoyment of kefting sledge hammers
and building booths, STOP GRIPING AND 00 SOMETHING. Last
year no one was upset because .
you weren't asked to set up a
tent, Why gripe now?

The Columbia Award
We are understandably proud
of the fact that the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association has
seen fit to grant us a firstplace award for this year's newspaper, This award is baded on
careful scrutiny of every issue
of the newspaper from last Easter
through Christmas, and is certainly not given haphazardly, so
we think our pride is justified,
We have set ahead of ourselves
all year the goal of achieving
this honor, since last year's
newspaper was also designated
this way, Hoping to carry on the
traditions and patterns that were
established last year, wefeltthat
the CSPA award would be suf-

Three Art Students
Three of the students on this
campus have received the single
honor of having their art work
displayed in a local restaurant.
Lorenzo Gilchriest, Sam Ciresi
and Kenneth Schnall, all Fine
Arts majors here at Newark
State, have already begun to fulfill
the promise that has been displayed in the work they have done

Support the Carnival
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letters
(Continued from Page 2)

your readiness to speak your
piece and thus stimulate others
to do likewise, No one can deny
that you have made the paper
lively force on campus this year.
Regardless of your change of
name, the paper has been a better
"reflector" this year than ever.

transcripts, have ''200 hours of
observation (which is not truly
observing, but mainly teaching),
and 200 hours of student teachCordially,
ing",
James E, Downes
Since many of the Junior
courses, both E, C,, elementary,
and Secondary, require a good
"AMERICA, AMERICA"
deal of reading and/or outside
work, and to fit this into a To the Editors:
shortened semester can make
Congrawlationsl The "Indelife difficult. I feel that the time
spent in the classroom, teaching, pendent•·• of March 28, 1961 was
is valuable, but, it takes too much one of tht! best editions of the
time away from the time needed school paper I have read since
I became a member of this
for our "reading" courses,
Junior Practicum often settles st4dent body, I feel that this
in one's mind, whether or not issue increased my knowledge
one wants to teach, what one with every item - and that
wants to teach, and what level, ' increase was not based on a
Therefore, to me it would be superficial gain because the news
disastrous at this time to abolish i,as something worth my time,
I was particularly interested
practicum, Eight weeks is not
necessary but 4 weeks certainly in your article on Dale Ross of
Douglass College, Although I
is necessary,
Hoping to see this change made, agree that the poem itself is too
ambiguous . as to its meaning I remain,
due, I believe, to poor wording
- I feel, in a satirical nature,
Sincerely,
Roxane E, Tansey it has much to off in thought,
"America, America"! we say,
then ratical prejudices and
REALITIES
blgoty seem to lnfiltr ate o u r
emotions, Think about this
To the Editor:
America, Forget that its a badly
worded peom (and for this reason
Congratulations on your first could be used very badly in the
INDEPENDENT issue (March wrong hands) but, think of the
28), There were some ·a spects mes11age t; bears,
of this issue that I think were
outstanding, I refer in particular
Mary Lou Biasotti '62
to the poems by Heidi Greiss,
Norman Brown and Jack RobertTHREE CRITICISMS
son, and the stories on the struggle to change the paper's name, To The Editor:
The poems express, to me at
least, important themes dealing
So much dissention concerning
with life in our times: The attempt the elementary and secondary
to confront oneself with intimamajors! If the college would
tions of the world's nothingness,
improve itself
academically
emptiness, meaninglessness, a
there would be no superior group,
a-nomos-ness, and the desire The academic problem can be atand struggle to transcend this tributed to any or all of the
confrontation,
following three factors: insuffiThe story of the name change cient courses, inadequate proof the paper is a dramatic por- fessors, or infantile textbooks,
trayal of the quest for selfThe first criticism is of the
created meanings in a world
courses: they are inadequate to
which so often seems hotile to
the needs of the students, I fail
such pursuits,
The problem
to see the value of two semesters
facing the paper: the achieveof fundamentals of Music for
ment of an identity, . is also a
example, There is no reason
problem facing all of us as
why the same amount of material
individuals, Erik Erikson has
could not be compressed into one
said that the quest for identity
semester's work, -Why not take
is the central task of psycholosome of these two creditcourses
gical adolescence,
Since the
and either expand them to three
"adult" members of the human
credit courses with more depth
species (regardless of calendar (stop messing with the introducage) are still struggling with tion and start getting into the
their own adolescent problems,
material) or elininate them comin some degree or other, these
pletely? Besides, I do feel that
aspects of the March 28 issue
the G, E, does not need much· of
have a very personal significance this music type training, We are
for us all,
living in an age of specialization;
Allow me to say that by dealing this specialization has penetrated
with such issues the INDEthe field of education, We now
PENDENT "reflects''
much
have special music _teachers who
more about the realities of the
conduct the music classes,
lives of its writers and readers
Do not misunderstand me. I
than it has in the past,
do not advocate the abolition of
all such· courses; I advocate less
Robert H, Roth
emphasis, More stress should
be placed on the liberal arts
MISS ROSS' POEM
courses, for to improve the
person is to improve the quality
To the Editor:
of the future teacher,
Inadequate professors - how
Thank you, Nearly every day many of the professors do not
for ten days I have been reading teach on the college level? Quite
in three daily papers ABOITT the a few, I imagine. The emphasis
controversial poem of Miss Ross is on busy work - papers, re-'
of Douglass College, but none of ports, papers, and more rethese journals had seen fit to po-f ts - and obsure facts. The
publish the poem so that I could mind of the student is not
judge it for myself, But now, challenged because all he has to
thanks to your enterprising do to pass a course is to "find''
journalism, I have had that a paper or memorize facts, for
opportunity,
the concepts and ideas are not
While I. am writing may I ask important. This is more like a
s om e questions, not about high school punishment than a
ironical poetry but journalistic college assigment. Why not enindependence? To whom does the courage more readings and disNSC student newspaper belong? cussions - more formulations of
To whom, if anyone, are the ideas? Why not delve a little
editors responsible? Who pays more deeply in some areas inthe bills, thus making publica- stead of skimming the surface
tion possible? Does journalistic of so many areas?
independence embrace fiscal
Textbooks are crutial elements
autonomy? Does any publication in learning, But has anyone
belong only to its editors if they critically examined the textbooks
are not also the owners? Have · used here at Newark State? Many
you thought through the respon- of them are an insult to the
sibilities nf freedom or are you student's intelligence, I make
enamored only of its privileges? special reference to the liberal
Is it possible you have c on - arts courses. An esample of this
fused ''freedom of the press" is the textbook used in the science
with journalistic irresponsi- courses, The Physics book conbility?
tains the following statement in
Whatever the answers,
its preface: "The larger part
commend your energy, your zeal, of VISUALIZED PHYSICS deals

with the subject matter of the
r egular
secondary
school
course.'' The professors may
claim that the students are not
doing very well even with such
elementary books, I say, "give
them some challenge, s o me
stimulation, and they shall
achieve - maybe not as far as
grades are concerned, but in
regards to understanding and
knowledge."
Respectfully

submitted,

M. M,
CONGRATULATIONS
To The Editor:
Through this letter I would
like to publicly express my congratulations to Mr. Joseph
Santanello on his election to the
office of Snident Council President, I want to wish him the
best of luck in carrying out the
tasks before him. I would also
like to pledge my support to
him in helping to set up a smooth
running a n d effective student
government,
Secondly, I would like to express my sincerest thanks to
those who supported me in my
campaing, The gratification lfeel
for ,these people cannot be expressed in words, Again a heartfelt thank you,
Sincerely,
Douglas · A, Pecina
THANK YOU
To the Editor:
I would like to thank the snident
body of Newark State for .e lecting
me the next President of the
Student Organization, I w i 11 ende av o r to live up to any
expectation that has been placed
in me,
Also, I would like to extend
my sincerest thanks to the people
who helped me in my campaign.
Without this help, my campaign
would not have been as successful nor as much fun, Again, thank
you very much,
Joe Santanello

Barrett Attends
NSA Conference
Senior Peter Barrett represented Newark State College at
the New England Regional
International Student Relations
Seminar held at Harvard Universtty from Monday, April 3
to Saturday, April 8, FoUrteen
other Students from eastern colleges and universities attended,
The purpose of the conference,
sponsored by the New England
region of the National Student
Association, was to provide those
in attendance with a deeper knowledge and background of international affairs in the srudent
area,
Although the conference was
intended for the New England
area, the quota of fifteen students
was not filled there; invitations
were sent to the Metropolitan
New York and New Jersey regions, and applications from
those regions were invited,
Among the speakers . at the
conference were:
*Dan ldzig, former executive
vice-president of NSA, speaking
on ''Political Attitudes
of
Students in the Underdeveloped
Countries".
• John Simons, assistant secretary of the foundation for Youth
and Student Affairs, and Crawford
Young, former editor of the
Michigan Daily and NSA representative in Paris from 19561957, speaking on the ,history of
international student relations.
*Manuel Aragon, special assistant to the International
Affairs Vice-President for Latin
America, speaking on "Latin
American Student Organizations",
*Bruce Larkin, former international affairs vice-president,
speaking on "South Africa and
North Africa''.
•Harold Bakken, president of
NSA in 1957, who spoke on
''Attitudes of Foreign Students
toward U, S, Students", Mr.
Bakken also participated in a
(Continued on Page 5)

"OPERATION ABOLITION"·
(Continued from Page 1)
a pp e a r f o r t h e hearings
scheduled to take place May
12-14.1960, Oneoftherecipients
of a subpoena was Douglas
Wachter, an IS-year-old· sophomore at the University of
California, Wachter, incidentally,
had attended the 17th National
Convention of the Communist
Party in December 1959 as an
official delegate from northern
California,
••, • •The party line on the
hearings and the general plan of
attack were outlined and distributed early in May 1960 to all
party members in the area in a
memorandum ~ aptioned "Memo
on the UN-Americans." It was
a call to actfon, and rank-andfile party members in the area
quickly respond ed,
"• • ,A telephone campaign
was conducted by party members
to solidify opposition to the HCUA
and was designed specifically to
reach
1,000 people. Merle
Brodsky, an active leader in
Communist Party affairs in
California for more than 20
years, boasted that he was qlling
everyone he had every know enli s ting s u PP O rt for the
demonstrations. ''
· The report continued, that on
tbe second day of thedemonstrations, violence flared when a
II g r ab b e d
demonstrator
an
officer's night stick and began
beating the officer over the
head," Firemen turned hoses on
the demonstrators and for a few
minutes quiet was restored, but
again flared up, resulting in the
arrest of 68 persons. mostly
students, for "inciting a riot and
resisting arrest,"
A m O vie in 8 n s we r to
" Operation Abolition" has been
prepared by the students of the
University
of C al if or n i a,
Berkeley Campus, and is being
distributed
throughout
the
country.
A peti\ion calling for the
abolition of the Committee has
be en prepared, and re ads .•
• 'We, the undersigned, petition
the 87th Congress to eliminate
the House Committee on Un-

American Activities as a Standing
Committee.
''We believe that the u. s.
Supreme Court has, in the United
States vs. Watkins made it clear
that the Committee has habitually
misused its mandate in unconstitutional ways for political
purposes; that it has become an
agency for repression; that it has
usurped t he functions of the
executive and judicial branches
of our government.
We are confident that only a
return to constitutional pro_
cedures can protect us against
subversion without at the same
time subverting the very liberties we seek to protect.
" For two decades the Congress
has allowed the Committee to
function.
For two decades the
Committee
has
condemned
individual Amer i c 8 n s, h 8 s
wrecked the lives of some, and
has denied them the due process
of law that English and American
courts have toilsomely evolved
over many centuries. Now the
nation is reaping a bitter harvest:
1. The Committee has perverted, and therby imperiled the
. proper and necessary powers of
the Congress to conduct investigations.
2, The Committee has helped
discourage free study and inquiry
in working for peace while the
w or 1 d is threatened with
destruction,
3, It has harassed Americans
who work for racial equality and
justice,
4, It has increased bitterness
between racial and religious
groups of our citizens, which in
turn h as imperiled our good
relations with the people of Asia,
Africa, and Latin America,
5. It has discouraged social
and cultural contacts with our
neighbors on this shrinking
planet. It has discouraged U, s,
students and scholars from
studying in countries which we
Americans desperately need to
understand,
The House Committee on UnAmerican Activities has in these
ways weakened America, At no
time in history have we needed to

Report on NSA
Editors Meeting
by Peter Barrett

A few weeks ago I attended
an NSA conference in New York
for college newspaper editors,
During the Easter vacation, (am
I more than once thought that
it was a helluva way to spend a
vacation) I was again the guest
of the National Sniden~ Association at a conference held on the
campus of Harvard University,
After coming back from the
editors conference, I opined in
these pages that NSA was not
quite God's gift to the students
of the United .States, More than
that, I firmly attested to the fact
that the news going in this paper
should not be NSA-slanted news,
Well. I am preparing to eat
some of my words, Not all
of. them, but just enough to make
me look ridiculous, because the
week I spent at Harvard University was one of the most
fascinating weeks I've spent
anyplace in five years,
I may be attributed to the fact
that the air around Harvard University ls more vital than the air
around Newark State; it may have
been because everyone at the
conference, with the lonely exceptlon of yours truly, was
majoring in international relations; or it may have been that
we had an entire week with nothing
else to do but study international
affairs; whatever it was dlat
caused the rarified atmosphere
of that conference, I am grateful
to it, It not only began to convert
me to NSA - the real NSA, that
ls, and I doubt that many people
know what it ls - it gave _me a
great deal of insight and some
information that mere books seldom give a pers.on,
Our conference started off,
brilliantly enough, with a lecture
from a gentleman named John
Simons, who traced the early
development of the NSA, the
International Union of Students
and the International Student
Conference, The IUSwas the first
international organization that
purported to represent student
opinion after the end of the Second
World War. But, as Mr. Simons
made it so elequeritly clear. the
IUS gradually became Communist-oriented, and with the
expulsion of Yugoslavia from the
IUS in the early fifties for the
apparent reason that Yugoslavia
was in disfavor in the Soviet
Union, the non - Communist
sn.ident organizations who were
sti ll members of the IUS (NSA
was nevei: 8 member) slowly began to withdraw, IUS suffered
a serious blow when it refused
to condemn Soviet agression during the Hungarian student revolts,
but since then has begunrecruiting new members, primarily
from the African - Latin American bloc, to complement the hardcore of thirteen "Iron Curtain"
countries,
The ISC is the organization
that the Western and nonCommunist unions established
when the direction of IUS became obvious, It ls not a formal
international union, as IUS is.
Rather, it is exactly what it
says: a conference, It meets
once every year-and-a-half, in
different countries of the world,
and nothing decided at one meeting is binding on the next. Each
conference starts out all over
again,
The one organization that each
,
(Continued on Page 5)

1-------'_...;•______
be stronger. At no time have we
needed to be wiser. Let us rid
ourselves of this agent of weaknesses and of folly."
Among those from New Jersey
who have signed the petition are,
Professor Stringfellow B arr,
Hon. John 0, Bigelow. (former
State Superior Court Justice),
Dr. Theodore A. Rath,
(President, New Jersey Council
of Churches), and Dr, William
Carlos Williams.
Others who have signed the
petition are, Professor Henry
Ste e ls Commager, Eleanor
Roosevelt,
Car I
Sandburg,
Melvyn Douglas, Rev. Martin
Luther King, Harry Bridges,
Elmer Rice, Louis Untermeyer,
Thornron Wilder and Dr, Reinhold Niebuhr,
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Pumpkins and Platitudes

Friday Night Massacre

by Stuart Oderman

by V, Kashuda
There was a time years ago,
wanted that dish.
Sadie was
when with the introduction of
not going to let her get away
grant super markets, the manwith it. The dish, she said was
agement tried many devices for
"goin~ into her bag, and thatwas
boosting sales. One of these
that. ' Well, Harriet's eyes
ways was .to give, as in the
turned blood shot with rage, She
manner of the movie theaters,
pushed her cart aside bounded
dishware or glassware. If a · past the waiting customers and
person bought over five dollars
was UPon Sadie in a matter of
worth of merchandise, he or she
seconds, A chain reaction
was entitled to a dish or maybe
started, Harriet bumped into one
two glasses.
of the male customers, and he,
thinking it was the guy behind
Every drive of this sort usually
him, let go with a right hand
runs into one kind of trouble or
that set all six waiting lines
another, . One Friday evening
into action.
an event occured that was to
By the time the Police arrived
vibrate the practice of giving
the
store was a total wreck. All
away dishware from its grocery
of the glassware and dishware
store foundations. In the market
was shattered, Lights and winwhere it happened, a large crowd,
dows were smashed, along with
equally divided among men and
two or three of the cashiers, When
women (mouse men nowadays)
quiet was restored the store was
was doing its week-end shopping,
cleared and inventory was taken,
In this market also, were two
The eighteen vice-presidents of
women; neighbors. That is, only the chain store held a meeting
in so far as they lived next door
and decided that free dishware
to each other. Now these two
and glassware prizes were risky
women, one Sadie Thomson and
operations.
the other Harriet Hawkins, lived
One junior executive came up
not talking to each other for the
with the idea of trading stamps,
last seven years. Children, who
This idea would reduce friction
soon forgot their disputes, can
among customers, Individuality
often be the cause of an antiwas considered in the selection
social,
atmosphere as
of gift.s, No more fighting would
surrounded these two women.
ensu.r:. The only question was
As circumstances would have
the design of the stamps, and
it. each reached the cashier in
again the junior executive rose
· her respective check out time.
to the fore, . "Why not name
As luck would have it, there was
them after the two combatants
only one soup dish left in the
of the Friday night massacre;
store to be given as a gift for
Sadie and Harriet?" And so was
the purchase of merchandise,
born that great new economic
There were salad dishes, dinner
tradition - S and H Green Stamps ,
plates, and cups, but both women
Funny thing though, Sadie and
'had eyes only for the soup plate.
Harriet are best of friends now,
When the cashier went to take
It seemed that all they needed was
the dish for Sadie, Harriet ana common ground on which to
nounced with a roar that she
join forces,

"Boys and girls?" Miss Lily
said, "We are going to have a
Halloween Costume Ball. Isn't
that fun?"
She didn't give me any chance
to say anything. Any kind of
party that a school- teacher gives
is a lot of you - know - what, ·
A halloween party SPonsored by
Miss Lily, Jesus, what a joke,
"And it is going to be in
the gymnasium-at night," Miss
Lily added,
It's probably the first time she
had ever been up after nine
o'clock Miss Lily always told
us to get a good sleep because ·
we are growing "young adults".
I hated that phrase "young
adults" and teachers of Miss
Lily's kind always called us that,
And they always said the last
word real loud like we were
supPosed to be proud or something. If we were "young
adults" why couldn't we see
adult movies?
I heard those
adult movies have a lot of sex
in them, I think that is pretty
stupid-sex in movies. One of
the sexiest movies that I've ever
seen was Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs," Many people
think that it is a cartoon but
if you look deep you will soon
discover that it is a story of an
unmarried girl who lived with
seven men, She also takes abite
of an apple and apples are sinful according to the Bible.
Do not get me wrong-I liice
Halloween parties but those
Friday night school dances are
stupid, Some teacher plays rock
and r o 11 records on a loud
speaker and the needle always
gets stuck. A lot of times they
forget to change records and you
hear the same song over and over
again. Then some jerk recreation
director wants a Multiplication
Dance to give the ugly girls
a chance to dance. They play
some music and as soon as they
see that you are getting too close
to the girl they scream out
"change partners" and the ugly
girls rush to the best looking
boy they can find, Ugly girls
love multiplication dances be cause they can force themselves
on you, And they always play
the same song over and over
again. • I think it is Called .. I
don't know if Betty will go steady
with Freddy, Teddy, or Eddie
la la la," You get the idea.
Some quartet sings "la la la"
while the song is being sung,
Then some illiterate guy comes
on the record and talks that
he wants you to be his baby
forever and ever but if he cloesn 't
win Betty's hand he will die and.
he is serious about it because
he says, "I will die, die, die if
you are not mine." Then . the
song finishes with everyone
asking who will go steady with
Betty. By the time the song is
over you realize that the whole
thing is pretty stupid,

Eddie in the back of the room
asked Miss Lily if we could
bring outside dates to the party.
Everyone in the ninth grade knew
that he had a girl in the next
town that he biked over to see
every day when school was over,
''Yes you may," Miss Lily
answered. "everybody may bring
outside dates if they are presentable,"
"Can we take off school to go
to the beauty parlor to fix up?"
Autumn asked of Miss Lily • .
"No you may not. Now let's
have chairmen to form committees to organize the dance so
we can have a good time. You
can not have a dance without any
program,"
K knew that Miss Lily never
went to any parties when she
said that last remark, Then
she told Autumn to go to the
board and take nominations for.
a class chairman.
She walked to the blackboard
gently swaying her hips under
the tight black skirt which hugged
her thighs, It was her way of
walking: slow steady motions yet
calculated and firm,
Autumn
faced the class, drew back her
shoulders.
The sunlight fell
on her willowy blond hair and her
well proportioned figure w a s
reproduced in shadow on the side
board.
Well Miss Lily saw that all of
the boys were sitting up str'a ight
in their seats and I think she
sensed that something was wrong.
She told us not to "restle so"
in our seats and to relax. Eddie
whispered real loud that he
thought Autumn was real nice.
Ever since Autumn stopped
seeing me she started to tease
everyone--especially the boys.
It was that certain swing that
she had in her walk.
''·I think that someone should
write a letter to Mr. Charles
.asking him for permission to use
the gym," Autumn said,
"That is a very good idea
Autumn. •Where did you ever
get that idea?" Miss Lily asked,
"Down in the South we always
have dances like this."
No one raised their hand to
write a letter to Mr. Charles,
We could walk down to the gymnasium and ask the gym teacher.
I guess Miss Lily had to drag
in
some aspect of school,
Teachers are like that; they let
you have a good time and then
give you an assignment about
''The Good Time We Had When"
''Eddie, why don't you write a
letter to Mr, Charles. I will
give you some large language
paper and you can draw
margins," said Miss Lily,
The class laughed and as soon
as Miss Lily looked at us we
knew that she was mad. Eddie
told her that he thought it would
be nice if the class joined him
in writing letters. Miss Lily
took him up on it and for three

days we wrote letters like this:
"Dear Miss or Mr: The class
would like you to attend a party
on Halloween Friday in the school
gym. There is going to be a lot
of fun if you are there. We hope
you can attend,"
Like I said we spent three
days writing those crazy letters
not to mention organizing a candy
and cookie committee. Frank's
father had a grocery store and
he said that he would furnish
any cookies that we needed real
cheaply because he liked his son
to have a good time in school.
He put little cards with his name
in the bottom of the bags so we
could go home and tell our folks
that we had food from Frank's
daddy's grocery store, I do not
ever remember him giving us
anything without putting his name
at the bottom of the bag,'
Autumn wanted a costume committee to judge our costumes,
Many of the boys did not want to
wear costumes at the party but
Miss Lily said it. would be good
fun if we came in costumes,
Last year I heard that Miss
Lily put on a sweatshirt and
went ·to the party as a football
player.
She could get . away
with things like that - she
looked very skinny and sort of
man-like. The reason why I do
not like to wear costumes is
because you feel pretty stupid
walking in the street wearing a
George Washington, Captain
Kidd, or Lil' Abner.
But I
guess that is show-biz.
None of the teachers answered
the letters by letter. They came
up and told us that they were
busy. But the principal told us
that he had "prior committments" to attend. I guess
that you can not be a ·
good principal if you did not have
any "prior committments" to
attend. My brother said that he
never saw the principal until the
assembly period, I would like to
know what they do in their offices
all day. Maybe they change the
water in the water-cooler or
sign yearbooks from last year.
However Mr. Wilney the
practice gym-teacher told us he
would go to our party. He was
a real nice guy-always talking to
us not like a teacher. He did
the workouts with us, He wasn't
like the regular gym teachers who
appoint student chairmen and then
go to their offices to drink coffee
and shake hands with visiting
alumni, Mr. Wilney even wanted
to coach a team-a job which
older gym teachers usually did,
He said he would even wear a
costume. We could hardly wait
to see what it would be.
Autumn said the only reason
Mr. Wilney was going was because he had eyes for her. He
always told us that he thought
that Autumn was ''different"
from most girls he had seen. I
knew what he menat when he said
that,
End of Part I•.

Mistaken ldentit_y
by Nick Mirabella
I glanced at the clock. • .it
was after twelve, I was as wide
awake as if it were noon, not
midnight.
If only the people
upstairs wc;,uld shut up so I could
get some sleep, and those cats
on the back fence, screeching at
each other, had better stop or
I'll go out of my mind, I
turned on the radio to drown
but this racket. Slowly all the
noises from outside my room
faded into nothingness, and I fell
asleep.
The sound of yelling voices
broke my slumber. Peopel were
shouting at each other outside
the room. Finally, all was quiet
again, even my radio. The station
I had been listening to had signed
off for the night. Just as I
reached to change the station I
heard what seemed to be like
voices coming from somewhere,
It was probably some distant
station on the radio. But when
I' changed the station the voices
were still there.
I tr ied to interpret what the
voices were saying, but they did
not s ound like anything human,
The y were deep toned, sort of

rumbling sounds,
Not sleeping had done something to me, now I was hearing
voices and if I did not get some
S'l e e p I might even start
answering them. An idea finally
reached home, Shut off the voices
coming from the radio by simply
shutting off the radio. I reached
over and turned off the radio but
the voices still were there. They
had been as clear as they had
been before. There must be some
explanation for what was happening so I looked around in the
shadows of the room for
something. What I was looking
for I did not know and was
afraid to know. Then I saw it
sitting on my dresser.
The main part of the body was
long, low and drak in coloring.
At the top of the body there was
a mouthlike structure which
opened wide. It was from here
the voices I heard came from,
I lay there petrified waiting for
the thing to move, but hoping
it wouldn't, because I did not
know what to expect.
After eternal minutes of listening to the thing babble on I decided

it was time to take action. There

was a heavy paper weight on the
table next to my bed, If I could
reach it and throw it at the thing
I might scare it away. I was
almost there. Just a few more
inches, Then the thing stopped
talking. Now it was moving not
on the outside but part of
its internal structure. There was
a loud crash as the paper weight
reached the target. It was now
or never so I jumped up and
flicked on the light to see what
I hit. When I saw it I burst into
hysterical laughter.
Just then the doctors ran into
the room yelling, "He is at it
again." Then I saw the condition
I was in and the doctor grabbed
me. After they had me quiet
the head d_octor went over to the
dresser to see what I had done
this time, He picked up the
paper weight and asked how it
got there. I told him I threw
it because the thing would not
shut up and it was driving me
crazy. He motioned to the men
holding me to bring me to him.
He pointed to a shattered record
in my phonograph and the speed

Gilsdorfs Writes for TV

MI', Frederick Gilsdorf
Mr. Frederick Gilsdorf, professor of English atNewarkState
College, and his wife, Pauline,
wrote the dialogue for a television
production shown on St. Patrick's
Day,
The program, "Ireland: The
Land of Patrick" was described
as "an excitint trip through one
of the world's most beautiful
most fascinating lands," It was
filmed entirely in Ireland, in
color.
The program dealt with .t he
history and geography of Ireland,

and well as the country's legends
and ceremonies. The film showed
folk
dancing,
wedding
ceremonies, and other festivities
of the Irish,
According to a student who
viewed the program, "The
dialogue was so beautiful, so
poetic--it paralleled the beauty
of Ireland's landscape and history, The travelog came alive
through the dialogue written by
the Gilsdorfs,"
The Gilsdorfs have written
numerous plays, and dialogues
which have been performed on
television and radio.
A three act play, written by
them, "No Dogs Allowed", was
an industrial enterprise concerning retail drug practices, Along
this- same line, the Gilsdorfs
wrote "The Thin Line" , an
educational movie which dealt
with the distribution of illegal
narcotics,
Another play written by the
couple, "That They Might Live'',
was performed on television and
starred Gregory Peck, Martha
Scott, Ralph Bellamy, and Lucille
Ball.
"The Ghost of Benjamin",
a play done by the Gilsdorfs,
is now included in l 7 anthologies
and has been performed in
foreign countries and U.S.

Senior Schedule

May 25, 26
May 29, 31
June l, 2
June l

Distribution of invitations and
tickets, Student Personnel
Office room 108
Final examiations

12:30 p,m.
1:30 p.m.

June 2
June 3
June 4
June 6

4:00 p.m.
12:00 noon
2:00 p.m.

June 7
June 8

3:00p.m,-5:00p.m.
10:00 a,m,

the record was spining at was 33
L. P, The phonograph's speed
was 16 R, P, M. This accounted
for the rumbling voices which I
had heard,
The head doctor
motioned and the men took me
away,
That was the last ime I saw

Distribution of caps, gowns,
and hoods, Dance Studio
Rehearsal for Baccalaureate
Services - gymnasium
(bring caps and gowns)
Senior Prom
Beach Party - Island Beach
State Park
Baccalaureate Service
Senior Luncheon
Rehearsal for Commencement
(begins in Little Theater)
Faculty Tea for Seniors
Commencement
my room, phonograph or radio,
Now I am in a little padded cell
and the only person that I talk
to is myself. Anyone could have
mistaken the phonograph for what
I did, They think I am er azy
Do Y._~u?
It could happen to
anyone ••• anyone, •• anyone, ••
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Ellen Asselmeyer
At Conference

Maley Speaks
To I.A. Majors

Miss Ellen Asselmeyer, PreOn the evening of March 17,
sident of the Sophomore Class,
was Newark State's delegate to 1961, seventy - four Industrial
the Peace Corps Conference in Arts Education Majors from the
Washington, D.C. from the Stu- ranks of undergraduate and gradent Organization on March 29- duate students at N.s.c. were
31, The conference was sponsor- -addressed by Dr. c. Maley,
Chairman of the Department of.
ed by NSA.
Ellen was one of four hundred Industrial Arts Education, Unisnidents who attended the Con- versity of Maryland. The topic,
ference at the American Univer- • 'New Approaches for Industrial
sity. Other representatives were Arts Teaching,•~ was a two hour
college snidents from the United exploration of the thesis he first
States, combined with some for- released in 1952 in a book entiteign
students
studying in led "Experiments in Industrial
Arts.''
America.
His work lead to the develop'Among the speakers at this
conference were R. Sargent ment of a new form of Industrial
Shriver, and Hubert Humphrey, Arts curriculum away from and
Democrat from Minnesota, who above that of the average project.
favors the Peace Corps and ex- More specifically he joined Eduplained its chief aims and cation and Psychology by encourobjectives.
Through the pro- aging the expression of their
cess of panel discussion and objectives in the realm of indusdebates,
resolutions
were trial experimentation. The type
derived upon, many of which of. projects selected by his ninth
Senator Humphrey said were of. grade snidents were of a nature
value. The main purpose of this equivalent to the science fair
conference, said Ellen, was to type projects but derived from
consolidate student opinion on the an interest in Industrial Arts.
i~sue of the Peace Corp. The He pointed out that in industry
Corp is not a propaganda project there is no separation between
to emphasize the American way Industrial Arts and Science; but
of. life nor its political structure rather, they work hand in hand.
Dr. Maley's book was published
overseas.
Ellen also added that the re- five years before the launching
presentative of the Peace Corpa of the Russian Sputnik. He emshould not feel that he is being phasized that his program is not
sent to indoctrinate and that he, a crash program which he or
too, will in nirn come home with anyone else is trying to develop
a greater knowledge. This is a- to sell lndUStrial Arts Education.
A declaration of the limitations
humanitarian endeavor with Brotherhood as its influencing factor. of. his program was made by him
Included in the program was a at the outset of. the discourse.
workshop panel consisting of. This program is not a sure fire
twenty members each raising cure, all applicable in all situaand discussing a problem existant tions, Dr. Maley stated.
One student later commented,
in the objectives of the Peace
Corp.
Mis~ Asselmeyer dis- "He sure was good; I usually
cussed the moral problem that stop listening to my professors
must be overcome. The Amer- after the first half hour, but he
ican who goes abroad must act held me.''
Dr. Maley asked that future
and look like the typical average
American. False impressions teachers exercise a little creamust not dominate the attitudes tivity in their endeavors to
encourage the same sort of.
of our foreign friends.
R. Sargeant Shriver added in creativity in students.
his speech to the students that
once we start the job, we must
REPORTS ON N.S.A.
finish it. And now young ideal(Continued
from Page 3)
istic people have an opporninity
to contribute.
ISC sets . up to handle interim
A beneficial addition to the
conference was the presence of. correspondence and adminisresearch people from the African trative matters in the CoordinatCrossroads, who served as ad- ing Secretariat, known as CoSec,
visors and informers of the exist- which is still under a supering problems in the selected visory Committee. The major
purpose of this whole set-up is
countries in wlµch they lived.
Other topics were the environ- to prevent any clique from gaining control of the organization.
mental problems of these countries, including the possibility The ISC learned something from
of sickness, sanitary conditions, the fiasco of. the IUS, and has so
and food, Most important of all far successfully . resisted the
is the need for American stu- temptation to organize rigidly and
lay itself open to the many difdents to comply with the customs
ficulties incumbent on a full
of these countries.
organizational structure.
To one who was only vaguely
familiar with the workings of.
ISC and IUS, the evening Mr.
Simons lectured us was the sort
A Miss Newark Contest will of evening that cQmes but rarely.
be held on May 3, 1961 at the He was not only an interesting
Military Park Hotel, Newark. personality, he presented us with
The winner will receive a fifty an immense amount of facts.
This initial evening is my best-·
dollar scholarship and will be a
contestant in the Miss America remembered one, but all the other
evenings and afternoons and
•pageant.
The time, manner, and method mornings were nearly as enof judging the contest shall be grossing. The amazing thing solely within the discretion of to me - was that there was no
the Newark Junior Chamber of concerted attempt made to conCommerce, and the decision v nee us that what NSA did was
necessarily right. Even in the
of the judges will be final.
According to the rules of the "Problem papers" we had to
contest, the entrant selected as solve, there was room for wide
the winner must not sign a man- discussion and disagreement.
agement contract with any indivi- For example: what would you do
dual or corporation, nor give any if an Algerian rebel student asked
written or verbal endorsementof. NSA to let him have $10,000
any mercantile commodity or for a Pan-African Congress in
commercial organization. She support of the Algerian movement
must not permit any photographs for independence from France?
to be used in connection with any Now could you keep from alienatadvertised commodty or serviced ing him if your answer was No?
not associated with the contest, Where would you get the money
without the permissiorl of the to give him if you said Yes?
So many factors must be
Miss America Pageant.
The entrant must be single. She seriously considered in the
must be a high school graduate by answer to this question; it's not
September of this year, and she the sort of thing you answer
should be at least eighteen years point-blank, and although NSA
of age and no older then twenty- has made an answer to th i s
eight years by September first. question, it was emphasized that
A three minute display of talent this was by no means the "corwill be required. The entrant may rect" answer. At this disclosure
sing, dance, play an instrument, l nearly fell of.f the seat, but
a dramatic reading, an art dis- NSA has won· a friend in me,
play, a display of dress design- if it wants me,
l only wish that somehow we
ing.

Miss Newark Contest
Open for Students

Didsbury, Second
In Frosh Series
The second Freshman seminar
of. this semester was given Tuesday, April 11 in the College
Lounge by Dr. H. F. Didsbury, a
member of our history department.
His topic consisted of.
'rrhe Impact of Science and
Technology on the Western
World".
Once technology was defined
as applied science. Dr. Oldsbury opened the discussion to the
particular aspects of the impact.
We assume science and technology as congenial to our Western
world but it is not, it was emphasized, for many changes are
caused by this factor.
First,
technology and science have
tended to destroy all certitudes,
1. e. religion, for it has at times,
destroyed religious beliefs and
old concepts of. morality. It has
also changed the role of the
family. Today, at a young age,
children can survive without parents, said Dr. Didsbury, and they
can exist outside the tyranny of.
the family.
There have been changes on
political institutions, for there
is a tremendous desire for more
efficiency and less waste. The
intelligentia have been affected
and as Dr. Didsbury said, "Literary people and historians are
obtuse to science." The intelligentsia can be divided into two·
worlds: those numb to science:
and those numb to literary genius:
in other words: science and technology change the character of. the
world, and poetry is just
changing.
Technology has created urbanization. We now live in a world
of cities consisting of victims to
118 conveniences. And obviously,

Dr. Howard Didsbury.
there is a predominant rise in the
standard of living. The only hope
for survival in countries outside
the Western World is science; for
without "it they cannot exist.
There is also, Dr. Didsbury
said, an emphasis on mass education. And lastly, one can find no
end to the advancement of science
and technology,
In our society we use scientific
application to answer problems of.
industry or the economic realm.
Yet science poses problems, for
many look on it as a destructive
force. Dr. Didsbury remarked
that if one is a loyal Moslem in
its religious sense, he cannot
also be a mathematical genius,
for the two theories contradict
each other. One must also consider the fact that the status of.
women was not raised by Christianity, but by machines. And,
in short, said Dr. Didsbury, progress exist when the over-aj.l
results of. an action are beneficial and produce happiness.
.
.
.

SCID Tix for Sa le
Tickets are now on sale in the
SCIO office at half price for the
Philadelphia Orchestral Concert,
conducted by Eugene Ormandy,
held at the Mosque Theater in
Newark.
Other features are
Anshel Brusilow, on the violin,
and Loine Munio, violoncellist.
The performance will be held on
Thursday night on April 20 at
8:40 P.M.
Also on sale are tickets for
"The Miracle Worker" for April
18 to the 28.
could convince Student Council
how valuable NSA is, as well as
what its aims are:
i aiso wish that we could get
the entire campus aroused to the
point where it could talk about
NSA half way coherently.

Foreign Co-Ed Explains
Country's Culture, Education

Miss Millta Mayoraz
Miss Millta Mayoraz, foreign
from Argentina, spoke to the BARRETT
student body on Monday, March (Continued from Page 3)
20. Miss Mayoraz spoke about
the geographical, education, and ''Meet the Cridc'' session with
cultural aspects of her country. other members of. the seminar
Along with her ta 1k, Miss in which he took the role of a
Mayoraz brought small native foreign student and posed purdolls, plaques, paintings, and posely antagonistic questions to
. childrens' books from Argentina. those representing U, s. snidents.
When discussing the geography
•Gloria Steinem, director of
of. her country, she said that there the Independent Research Service
are three main regions. The first, and former co - director of
is the Southern region, which is Independent Service for lnformaquite cold and is a resort for tion on the-Vienna Youth Festival,
Americans because of. the excel- speakinf on the "Festival and
lent winter sports there. The Forum'. Miss Steinem called
second region, is the middle- special attention to the Moscow
temperate region, and the third Youth Forum to be held this
is the warm and tropical north- summer and the World Youth
ern region.
Festival to be held in Helsinki
When speaking of the edu- in the summer of. 1962.
cational system of her country,
• James Scott, former NSA
she said that there is a primary representative to Burma and
school, a secondary school, and Paris and currently International
the university.
The primary Affairs Vice-president of. NSA,
school is seven years long. The speaking on "Point Four _a nd
snidents start school at the age International Student Relations''•
of. six and have two years in the
The colleges sending reprefirst grade. There are three types sentatives ·to the conference, in
of. ·secondary schools. The first addition to Newark State, were
is for teacher - training, the Columbia University, Dartmouth
second offers a bachelor degree, University, Radcliffe, Rutgers,
and the third is a commercial Harvard, Mt, Holyoke, Skidmore,
school. She also said that there Antioch and Smith.
is great difficulty in entering a
On Tuesday and Wednesday of.
university. The universities are the conference, "problem
financed by the state and students papers" were given to groups
entering the un,iversity do so of. three or four individuals who,
without cost. She also said that acting the role of international
the university snidents in Argen- affairs vice-president of NSA,
tina are interested in political were to prepare answers to the
organizations instead of the questions that the papers posed.
social organizations of the United
The problem on Tuesday whose
States. There are no sororities solution was defended before a
or fraternities at the universi- meeting of the entire conference
ties in Argentina.
th a t night, concerned Latin
Miss Mayoraz said that a very America. Two questions were
small percentage of primary posed o n Wednesday, one o n
school students go on to high Algeria and the other on the
school, and that even fewer go apartheid program of. the Union
on to the university level. Edu- of South Africa. Barrett to o k
cation is compulsory, but the part in the solution of the Algeria
laws are not enforced.
problem paper.
Miss Mayoraz said that along
In addition to the eight hours
with Chile, Argentina has the of lectures and discussions each
best educational system in South day, participants were requested
America.
to read approximately five
Mil.lea also talked about the hundred pages on the subjects
dating customs of . the country. under discussion. All meetings
She said that on a date, each took place in Quincy House, one
couple is chaperoned.
Since of the dormitories of Harvard
the couple does not leave the University.
girls house until 10 or 11 o'clock
The New England region of.
at night and does not return until the NSA provJded scholarships
seven or eight in the morning. to all of the participants to cover
This, she said, is because the their rooms and board for the
dinner hour of Argentina is 9 six-day conference.
o'clock.
Due to our error the names
Today, April 18 don't
of authors of. "Infinity, 2000
forget to vote for the King
A.D. and '• Phantom of the
and Queen of the Third
Opera" were omitted from
Annual SpringCarnival. This
previous issues of. the INDEis a primary vote to choose
PENDENI'. Robert J. Litowthe girl and boy who will be
chttk was the author of the
crowned on Saturday evenfirst, and Leona Kanter, the
ing, April 22.
author of the latter article.
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Newark Wins O_
pener
From Aggie Nine 8-7

Summer Session
School of Dance

Carnival Time

In the field of Modern American
dance it is always interesting to
discover a college which thinks
very highly of this area of art
to promote an entire summer
session to the study and creation
of the dance, Such a school is
Connecticut College, who in 1948
established a center for Modern .
American dance, The college
since this date has brought together student and teacher, artist
and audience for the continuing
purpose of making available both
a force in contemporary theatre
and a medium of education.
The School of Dance makes
possible an integrated study of
the whole art, emphasizing relationships between techniques
and composition, practice and
performance, and between dance.
and related arts, The session is
a laboratory for study and
experimental production in which
In another month or so the
Sigma Beta Tau's Nickel Pitch is always an interesting attraction
i.tming.
the student works for six weeks at the Carnival. Bring your nickels you'll need them,
INDEPENDENT will be holding
· Newark gained andlostthelead electons for next year's staff.
as apprentice to a group of artists
three times before finally scoring The Sports Department finds itand teachers responsible for the
the clincher in the bottom of the self in a predicament as we
main developments in contempeople are afraid of change. Who
ninth when Uribe came across begin to think about the election.
porary dance. Adult men and
knows this change may be for the
the plate with his third run of In order for us to elect two
women at all levels of ability by Jan Picarell
better. We think so, Each orthe day when the Aggie pitcher sports editors for the paper next
and achievement are admitted to
ganization will still be decorating
The Independent takes time
walked a Squire with the bases year it is essential that we have
the School. Classes are sectioned out in these few pictures to boast
their booths and originating .a
loaded.
to fit the skills of the group. _T he about one of the best activities
game of their own. Prizes which
people to elect. We are requestAnother -surprise w as the ing therefore that anyone who is
School is open to students and of the Academic year, the
will be worthwhile for customers
superb relief pitching of Senior interested in writing for the
teachers of dance, professional Annual Spring Carnival. Under
to spend their money on will
George Hudak, who pitched the INDEPENDENT contact the
dancers, musicians, and to those t he direction of three hardbe used. We just got word that
final three innings to pick up the present Sports Editor, Jan
in related fields of art and working- chairmen, Jayne M.
ponies will be on the scene
win. George fanned 5 men out Picarell (Box 524).
education.
Saturday afternoon between 12
Brown, Joan Zuckerman, and Pat
of nine as well as collecting one
A series of dance lectures, Ippolito the carnival will once
noon and 6 p.m. The little ones
Before you consider the job ·as
of his team's five hits; the others sports editor a few things must demonstrations, and perfor - again be a success. Of course
should like this. Everyone likes
were slammed by Uribe, Slack, be said for the work it entails.
pony rides.
You have to be
mances is given weekly, on the chairmen and their advisor,
and Marcantonio and Sjonell. Bel- Let us start by saying that we
Monday evenings, presenting Miss · Betsy Davison are all on young of heart. The Carnival will
ford and Greco along with Hudak are looking for a women and distinguished
be held on the campus parking
a rt i s t s
and the brink of nervous breaka man to fill these two positions. teachers. During the final week downs. Who wouldn't be.
lot on Friday, April 21 and
In this way complete coverage of the School the Fourteenth
The comments that · have been Saturday April 22, The Carnival
of campus sports can be achieved.
American Dance Festival will voiced about the fact that booths chairmen inform us that the
The job of the sports editor is
be held.
' have ·been rented are superfulous
booths must be decorated and
Students may register for a and I doubt whether anyone takes
"ready to roll" by 12 noon on
Around the gym these days first to have a working knowledge
one can participate in Archery of the English language, This number of classes. These in- ~em seriously. k's that some Friday.
and Softball on Tuesdays, tennis means writing articles correct ly clude Technl.gues of Modern
on Thursdays. Tennis instruc- with . proper spelling and Dance, D an c e Composition,
tions are being given for construction. The second thing Dance and Music, Theory,
beginning and advanced players. you want to keep in mind is that Methods, and -Related Areas,
The will be a six week Dance
U you have your own racket you must be willing t o devote
br ing it. We see that men's three days a week at least to Educators' Workshop open t o
golf is coming along in gym the job, Monday, Tuesdays, and teachers from elementary and
also.
Fencing is still being Wednesdays. It would be secondary schools, from coldesirable that you hold no office leges, and from private studios.
offered on Tuesdays and
Thursdays in the dance s tudio. of major concern here on campus . Dance educators participating in
the Workshop will elect from the
Off campus offering is bowling We would include in this also
playing varsity sports, President regular classes in the School as
at Sunset Lanes in Hillside.
Faculty and students are vying of a class, member of council or well as take part in scheduled
for that top spot. Modern Dance officer or any editorial position sessions for evaluation and disClub announces that they will hold on the yearbook. Many of our cussion of dance in education and
elections today, April 18 for the present staff this year found in art.
The Dance Educators' Workcoming year. Men's J.V. tennis themselves grealy pinned down
You shop offers a means whereby
is going strong. The WRA would because of extra jobs,
like to make known that all women must in the fourth instance learn teachers of dance may (1) find
of the college are members of to edit, lay-out your page, and personal refreshment through
t his association; an active write. If you have ever seriously participation in classes with
membership is considered after considered being a sports editor enthusiastic students and faculty,
(2) exchange ideas with cola women takes part in one after get in touch with the foreschool sport. News reaches us mentioned person as soon as leagues from throughout the
NUTHETA CHI'S RAT RACE WENT OVER BIG LAST YEAR.
that on March 22 Mr. Blout a possible.
country, and (3) benefit from the +---------------- -- - - - - - - - - - - - concerts and lectures by leaders
member of the faculty bowled 6
in modern dance appearing on
strikes in a row. Mr. Goodw.in
the Litt 1e Concert-Lectures
on t his same day bowled a 215
in his third game.
Hartford, Conn. (UPS) - The Series and the American Dance
The
Modern Dance Club adoption of a Trinity honor code • Festival.
Tuesday, April 18
A full six-week course of study,
attended a dance symposium on failed to pass a student referAcademic "Hotspot"
M. R.
3:30 P.M.
Saturday April 15 at Do·u glass ·endum held yesterday, for the for a limited number of dance
(Kappa Delta Pi)
accompanists and composers, is
C o 11 e g e in New Brunswick. second time in three years.
Chi Delta
M.D.R.
7:00 P.M.
Members of the club who attended
Although 55.1 percent of the being offered again this year.
M. R.
Wapalanne
7:30 P.M.
were Rose Lucco, Gerry Stumpf, student body favored the pro- In addition to lectures, disNu Theta Chi
F.O.R.
7:30 P.M.
and Marilyn Monson, A dance posal code, the favorable margin cussion, and special instruction
Festival Chorus
D.S.A.
7:30
P.M.
in
cpmposition,
courses
of
study
symposium consists of several fell short of the 80 percent reRehearsal
will
be
chosen
from
those
listed
groups coming together to share quired for ratification.
1941 ,.Class Re7:30 P.M.
According to the Trinity Tri- in this bulletin.
ideas on dance. Participants also
Alumni Of.
union Com, Mtg.
The Connecticut College School
demonstrate different styles of pod, the major cause of opposHofstra Modern
8:00 P.M.
of
Dance
will
be
held
this
year
ition
to
the
adoption
of
the
prothe dance, Discussions are folDance Program
L.T.
1owed by work under a posed code was the so-called between July 10 and August 20
Wednesday, April 19
in
New
London,
Connecticut.
pr ofessional dancer.
• 'squealer clause" which stated
Home
Baseball- Paterson
3:15 P.M.
that a student is honor bound to For further information see Miss
Home
Tennis-Montclair
3:30 P.M.
report any observed honor code Nettie Smith.
Sigma Beta Tau
F .D.R.
7:30
P.M.
violations.
Thursday, April 20
The Sports staff of the
Graduate ,..,olloquium
M.L.
4:30 P.M.
REFLECTOR, lndianaprisoners'
Sigma Kappa Pi
M.R.
Tubular metal garden fur6:00 P.M.
publication, declined an invitation
Alumni Council Mrg.
niture won't be strewn all
6:30 P.M.
to a match at the St. Louis
Kean Lib.
Supper
over the yard by a gust of
Wrestlftlg Club. Explained an
119
Graduate Workshop
wind if a thin mixture of
7-8:30 P.M.
editorial: "Time does not permit
Frosh Seminar
M. L.
;ement is poured into the
FRESHMAN I; SOPHOMORE II;
7:30 P.M.
us to attend functions outside
Friday, April 21
hollow, open legs.
JUNIOR lll; SENIOR IV
--Readers Digest
Carnival
6-12:00 P.M.
Saturday, April 22
WED. APRIL 26
Carnival
12-12:00 P.M.
I vs IV
Home
Baseball-Montclair
II vs Ill
1:00 P.M.
116
Grad, Admissions
MONDAY, MAY l
1:45 P.M.
Wed, April 29
Exams
Paterson State
Home 3:15
I vs Ill
Monday, April 24
Sat, April 22
Montclair State
Home 1:00
II vs IV
Meeting of Sophs,
Home 3:30
F.L. in
Bloomfield College
Mon. April 24
WED., MAY 3
1:30 P.M.
Townsend
going to Stokes
Home 3:30
Thu. April 27
Jersey City
I vs IV
Dept. Chairman
F .L. in
Trenton State
Home 1:00
II vs II I
Sat. April 29
1:30 P.M.
Townsend
Away 3:30
Mee1;¥1g
Tues . May. 2
Paterson State
MONDAY, MAY 8
Orch. Reh.
L.T.
I vs IV
3:30 P.M.
Thur. May 4
Monmouth
Home 3:30
Home
Baseball-Bloomfield
Away 3:30
Tues . May 9
Montclair State
IlvsIII
3:30 P.M.
Aleithian Club
Away 3:30
M.R.
Bloomfield College
WED., MAY 10
7:30 P.M.
Thu. May 11
Rec. Rm.
Bridge Lesson
Away 3:00
7:30 P.M.
Sat. May 13
Trenton State
Playoff game if necessary
Townsend Lecture
Newark Rutgers
Home 3:30
Mon. May 15
8:00 P.M.
WED., MAY 17
Gym
Margaret Webster f
Away 1:00
Championship game
Sat: May 20
Glassboro State

Newark State began its 16
game season by surprising the
National Aggies in an 8-7 count
for nine innings on Saturday April
8. The contest was played during
gale wind force.
Junior, Craig Slack was given
the starting assignment and
pitched commendable ball for six
full innings. In his stint, Craig,
who is expected to be the workhorse of the staff, gave up a
meager five hits. With better
support, Craig could have gone
a little longer but was forced to
' leave with the score knotted 5-5.
The honot of getting Newark's
first hit of the season went to
Cookie Uribe, the team's Junior
third baseman. Cookie lashed a
single to right field in his first
at bat in th.e second inning, and
later came around to score the
first of two runs scored in the

both went for an 0-5. Once Jerry
and Milt begin to hit, the Squires
may surprise a lot of people.
The biggest problem seems to
be pitching, with only Slack the
established hurler. AfterHudak's
fine relief job even this may not
help the problem
Look for Freshman second
baseman Vinnie Merlo to bolster
Newark's offense and defense.
Although unable to play because
of a broken wrist, Carl Marinelli
provides the team with added
spark and confidence with his
thorough job of coaching first
base.

Wanted!
Sports Editors

Carniva I Time

Gems from the Gym

Weekly Schedule

Honor Code

Prison Paper?

Intra-mural
Baseball

1961 Baseball Schedule

